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Difficult to implement in today's judicial practice is an urgent need to resolve the
issue as well as China's legal system in the major theoretical and practical
problems. The implementation of the existing management system is
imperfect,which is a important reason to the issue. Through the enforcement of
civil rights and to carry out scientific analysis of the position of the civil
enforcement of the existing management system to analyze the defects, at the
same time the implementation of foreign and institutional mechanisms for the
implementation of the right to run the model theory, the reality and the courts
function, such as the level of our choice Configuration mode court the
reasonableness of an analysis that in order to build a center of gravity for the
Intermediate People's Court of multi-stage implementation of the management
system, implementation of the decision from the agency spun off in the Executive
Board, set up a special supervision of the implementation of the exercise, relief of
the nature of the judicial sector -- Monitoring the implementation of court rulings.
This paper is divided into four chapters
Chapter I mainly offers an intoduction of the reforms,conceptions, judicial
characteristics, content, basic theory and system reforms and management
system of the enforcement of the civil case.
Chapter II mainly studies the defects, overcentralized power, unclear position of
the enforcers, overstepping the powers of the enforcement weakness in
supervision of the present the management systems of the enforcement of the
civil case.
Chapter III mainly provides a comparative study of the organization establishment
and patterns of the enforcement abroad,as well as dispostition patterns inside the
court,judge juridiction,judge and executive jurisdiction disposition patterns inside













enforcement by the Special administrative organizations, in addition to the mixed
disposition patterns disposition patterns in the special enforcement court.
Chapter IV minaly demonstrates how to reestablish the management system in
the civil enforcement in such fields as the creation of the management system,
organization establishment, system construction and even methods in the civil
enforcement performance.
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